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Influence of Human-Computer Interaction on Technology

The current world of technology is in the era of exponential growth with computers,

which seems indisputable given how much human race has progressed over the past several

decades in terms of the standard of living. From the world’s first iPhone and now moving onto

applications of Virtual and Augmented Realities, we are exposed to the expeditious tempo in

interpreting, as well as in keeping up with the latest technology. The future of Human-Computer

Interaction (HCI) will change our daily interaction with not only technology, but also with each

other. Effective use of HCI in various fields and aspects of life will produce more of a

harmonious environment, increased quality of production and satisfaction from interacting with

new technologies. Thus, HCI will solve the problems we face we technology in all aspects of

life, which it is why it’s crucial to attempt at prioritizing the development of effective HCI.

Keeping up with the ever-evolving technology becomes easier with the implementation

of improved HCI. Through the centuries of human existence, humans have developed and

implemented the necessary tools to help guide in going past living within the means of comfort,

with the help of evolving technology. Now, in the 21st century, the technological advances are

exponentially elevating the standards of living, thus allowing us little to no time getting used to

the new implementations of technology in our lives. And this is where HCI comes in. Based on

what Wang presents in his article, “HCI has gone through the following stages: first, the early

manual operation phase; second, the stage where the job control language and the interactive

command language coexist; third, the user interface graphical representation stage; fourth, the
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stage of the generation and the development of the network user interface; fifth, the functional

development stage under multimedia; sixth, the virtual interaction interface” (Wang, Ting). The

effective use of HCI is to guide humans better understand the languages of computers, producing

a fruitful outcome with HCI navigating the path. He clearly outlines the different aspects of HCI

functions; in job control, user interface (UI), multimedia, and more. These are led to increase the

productivity in demands with what we interact with, as Wang mentions “The auto-adapted

visualization may enhance the information visualization the capability” (Wang, Ting). Thus, the

key aspect looking forward depends on the effectiveness of HCI implications on our daily

operations.

HCI implementation within the social interaction boundaries of infrastructure—utilizing

mobile apps would also be beneficial. The innovative ways to develop and apply the technology

with the key catch in HCI would not merely enhance the quality of interaction when companies

like Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, and Google (F.A.N.G.) showcase their latest updates. Facial

recognition, presentation with EMG (Electromyography) signals, user-input physiological state,

along with many other applications would drastically make a difference within the coming years,

in terms of how users receive their services (Paravati, Gianluca, Gatteschi). The accurate,

suggestive technological advancements within the realms of HCI incorporate psychological, and

physiological understandings of approaching new technology, and “In this way, we spread social

signals to our environment, perceive these signals in different way comparing other stimuli.”

(Yıldız, Tolga). This allows for identifying any deficiencies in possible human errors or

computers malfunctions, advancing toward suitable applications and improvements to be

applied.
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HCI implementations with the fields of medicine and economics can also improve the

living standards for human beings. Perceiving new technology to understand how the brain

functions, with working sensors to apply the current knowledge in producing cure or

rehabilitation procedures, “sensors are currently used to give users a natural feeling for

controlling computer applications, smart TV’s and game consoles.” (Paravati, Gianluca,

Gatteschi). And this will produce a ripple effect with the new applications of HCI to come. In a

sense with hybridizing different platforms together, HCI applies interactive technology with

virtual reality in the learning processes for both human and machine (Wang, Ting). This allows

for preventative methodology of looking at human reliability statistics, analysis, production,

reduction, and prevention of man errors as well (Liu, Xin, et al.). Employment rates, as

controversial as the enigma related to the technology reducing the number of jobs, can better be

predicted and implemented towards stabilizing the structural integrity of integration of

computers within the market more effectively.

HCI as a tool being implemented with the ever-evolving technology will improve our

way of getting things done. Just like how humans have adjusted to the more advanced

environments, HCI will pave a new way forward in this era of technological advancements. This

will in all aspects of life, from social settings to economic settings, implement changes and

improvements to current practical applications, to a cohesive environment of human-computer

interaction itself. It is obvious to state that HCI will bring out transformational changes, but the

extent can only be measured by the willingness to accept and apply the knowledge.
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